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Abstract

In this study we propose an improvement for the stochastic simulation al-
gorithm (SSA), a standard method to properly realize the stochastic nature of
biochemical reactions. Our algorithm is namedRSSAafter “rejection-based
SSA”, and is tailored for the efficient simulation of large models, which is
typically done to understand the complex behavior of regulatory systems.
The large models are highly coupled, and full of interconnection and feed-
back loops. In addition, in these models a complex propensity function is of-
ten used to express the stochastic rate of biochemical reactions. Evaluating
and updating the reaction propensities is therefore rather computationally
expensive. RSSA reduces this computational burden by postponing the full
update and only computing the propensity as needed. We experiment with
our algorithm on concrete biological models to demonstrate its efficiency.

Keywords: Stochastic simulation, Rejection-based SSA, RSSA, Systems
biology.

1 RSSA

Stochastic simulation has widely been accepted as a standard for simulating bio-
chemical reaction systems. The underpinning of stochastickinetics is based on
the probability the next reaction firing in the next infinitesimal time could be
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expressed by a propensity function, which only depends on the current system
state [6]. Hence, we could construct a realization of the given biochemical system
by sampling a reaction with its corresponding probability through a simulation
procedure called the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [4, 5]. Basically, SSA
uses a Monte Carlo simulation technique to sample the system state. A reaction is
selected to fire with corresponding propensity, and the system is then evolved by
updating propensity of affected reactions.

Even though a dependency graph, showing the dependency between reactions,
can reduce the update to model-dependent so that only locally affected reactions
have to recompute their propensities. Still, there many examples where costly up-
date required. For example, let consider a highly coupled reaction network. In
this model, the dependency graph becomes very dense. The number of affected
reactions is asymptotically increasing by the order of reactions in the network.
The simulation time for such systems is largely contributedby the propensity up-
dates of affected reactions. The computational burden is further increasing while
a complex propensity is applied. SSA only considers the intrinsic noise which is
mainly due to the randomness and discrete nature of molecular species involved
in biochemical reactions. However, other sources of noise,yet nevertheless has
impact on the dynamic behavior of corresponding biologicalprocesses, should be
considered in modelling of these processes. In this case, a complex propensity
can be exploited in modelling. The power law [3], for example, has been suc-
cessfully applied to model reactions in non-ideal kineticsto re-produce complex
effects e.g., the allosteric effect. The evaluating of complex propensities is indeed
very time-consuming. RSSA takes advantage over SSA in this sense. It reduces
the computational cost by evaluating the corresponding reaction propensity only
as needed and postponing the full propensity updates of affected reactions as pos-
sible.

The principle of RSSA is using the over approximation of reaction propensi-
ties to select a reaction. The upper-bound of a reaction propensity is controlled
by supposing that the current system state is confined to a fluctuation interval.
Since the reaction is chosen by a different probability, an acceptance-rejection
based procedure is the applied to verify whether to accept orreject this candidate
reaction. The exact propensity is used in this verification step in order to ensure
the selection of the next reaction firing is correct. In case the candidate reaction
is accepted, it is fired and the system state is updated after that. Otherwise, the
selection step is repeated. The update of reaction propensities is only necessary
as the system state jumps out of the assigned interval.
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1.1 Selection of reaction firing

Let X(t) be the current system state which is confined in the interval[X,X].
We will compute the upper-bound propensity of each reaction. Let aj be the
upper-bound propensity of reactionRj givenX(t) ∈ [X,X]. The computation of
upper-bound propensity for the propensity function which satisfies the monotonic
increasing condition is easy and efficient e.g., the mass-action kinetics propensity.
In this case we have the relationaj = aj(X). For the propensity function which
is a complex dependency on the system state e.g., a non-idealkinetics applied, a
numerical calculation procedure should be required to compute the upper-bound
propensity given its fluctuation interval[X,X].

The selection of reaction firing is composed of two steps as following. First,
a candidate reactionRj will be chosen with the probabilityaj/a0 in which a0 is
the total sum of the upper-bound propensities i.e.,a0 =

∑m

j=1 aj. In this study,
the alias method [14, 13], a fast lookup table method, is usedin searching the
next reaction firing. However, other search procedures could be applied e.g., a
linear search, binary search (see e.g., [2, 11, 1, 12] for details). The alias method
is a well-known algorithm for fast generating a random number given the corre-
sponding probability distribution. The working of the alias method is based on the
theorem that a distribution ofm probability values can be equivalently described
by an equi-probable mixture ofm two-point distribution. More precisely, we use
the alias method to select a random candidate reactionRj with probabilityaj/a0.
For a biochemical network ofm reactions, we have to set-up two tables, each size
m. A table, calledcut-off probabilitytableF , stores the value in the first two-point
distribution, and a second table, calledalias tableL, contains the alias of the sec-
ond of the two-point distribution. In running, it requires arandom number from
a uniform distributionU(0, 1) to randomly lookup an equi-probable mixture. The
random number is then rescaled to decide which part of the two-point. Hence, the
alias method needs only one comparison and at most two table accesses to select
a random candidate reaction. The compensation for the fast lookup search is two
supported tables having to be built beforehand.

An acceptance-rejection step is then applied to verify whether to accept the
selected candidate reactionRj. The decision is made by its exact propensityaj.
More precisely, this reaction will be accepted to fire with probabilityaj/aj. That
is a second random number from the uniform distribution is generated. If it is
less thanaj/aj, the candidate reactionRj will be accepted to fire. Otherwise, the
selection of the reaction firing is repeated. This selectionprocedure is looping
until having a reaction was accepted to fire.
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Figure 1: Reaction firing selection by SSA and RSSA

While the evaluation of reaction propensity is time-consuming we could save
computational time by applying the squeeze principle. The squeeze is chosen to
be the lower-bound propensity. Letaj be lower-bound propensity of candidate
reactionRj. Before calculating the exact propensity of reactionRj, we first check
the condition the random number is less thanaj/aj. If it is satisfied, we imme-
diately accept the candidate reactionRj firing without evaluating its propensity
aj. Thus, it only needs to evaluate the actual propensity in case this condition is
invalid.

The clarification in reaction firing selection between SSA and RSSA is de-
picted in Fig. 1. The reaction selection of SSA is done in onlyone step by exact
propensity value. In the figure, reactionR3 selected by SSA will be fired immedi-
ately after selected. In contrast, candidate reactionR3 has to be verified before it
can be fired. This candidate reaction can even be rejected if the random value (the
black dot in the figure) is larger than its exact propensity.
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Figure 2: Transition rule for a candidate reaction

1.2 Reaction firing time

By introducingaj, rather thanaj, to select a reaction firing we add a probability
the system state will remain in its current state. We can imagine we have built a
new transition rule for candidate reactionRj given the current stateX at timet
(see Fig. 2). It has two options: 1) moving to new stateX(t + τ) = X(t) + vj
with rate aj (the candidate reaction was accepted), or 2) still remaining in its
current stateX(t + τ) = X(t) with rate (aj − aj) (candidate reaction was re-
jected) whereτ is the waiting time. The total rate form candidate reactions is
∑m

j=1 [aj + (aj − aj)] = a0. Therefore, the waiting time for all these transitions
is exponential distributed with mean1/a0. The firing time of an accepted reac-
tion is the accumulated times of the consecutive rejected candidate reactions. In
probability theory, the firing time of the accepted reactionis anErlang(k, λ) dis-
tribution with rate parameterλ = a0 and shape parameterk is the number of
consecutive trials before a candidate reaction is accepted.

Hence, we will generate the reaction firing time by sampling its corresponding
Erlang distribution. We count the number of trialsk until a new state transition
occurring due to a reaction accepted. Then,k uniform random numbers, denoted
by ui ∼ U(0, 1) for i = 1 . . . k, are generated. The firing time is computed by:

τ = (−1/a0) ln(
k
∏

i=1

ui) (1)
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We can approximate the reaction firing time by the mean of the corresponding
Erlang distribution i.e.,k/a0. If the number of trialsk is large, a lot of random
numbers used in generating theErlang distribution will be saved.

1.3 The RSSA algorithm

Following the discussions in previous section, we now present the overall of the
RSSA. The outline of the RSSA procedure is given in the Algo. 1. The simulation
repeats (by thewhile loop at line 1) until the current timet passes over a prede-
termined simulation timeTmax. The code inside the simulation loop is logically
divided into three parts: 1) preparing data structures for selecting the next reaction
firing (line 2 - 5), 2) deciding which reaction fires next and its firing time (line 9-
22), and 3) updating and maintaining the system state due to the reaction firing
(line 23 - 26).

The preparation starts at line 2. First, the fluctuation interval [X,X] of the
current system stateX is defined. Given the fluctuation interval, we will compute
the upper-bound propensityaj of a particular reactionRj. The corresponding total
upper-bound propensitya0 sums up all these values. We also compute the lower-
bound propensityaj of reactionRj to quickly accept this reaction. The usage of
lower-bound propensity will speed up the acceptance process when the evaluation
of the propensity is time-consuming.

At line 5 we build supported tables for the alias method with the probability
aj/a0 for j = 1 . . . m. The generating of cut-off tableF and alias tableL for
the alias method follows the description in [10, 13]. The implementation of alias
method requiresO(m) storage space to store entries of supported tables. The time
complexity in building up these tables is proportional tom i.e.,O(m).

The selection of the next reaction firing is done through a loop from line 9
- 21. The loop repeats until the flagaccepted is set totrue. In each iteration three
random numbersr1, r2, andr3 ∼ U(0, 1) are generated, respectively. The first
two numbers is used to decide which reaction occurring, while the last random
numberr3 is accumulated up to calculate the reaction firing time (by line 22).

The next reaction firing selection is implemented as following. First, we ran-
domly look up a candidate reactionRj by the random numberr1. More precisely,
we retrieve candidate reaction index stored at positionp = ⌊m · r1⌋. The first
value in two-point distribution in cut-off tableF is loaded. It is then compared
with (m · r1−p) to select the candidate reaction. We return the candidate reaction
indexj = p if ((m · r1 − p) < F [p]). Otherwise, the candidate reaction index is
setj = L[k]. Second, we decide whether to accept this candidate reaction firing
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Algorithm 1 RSSA procedure
1: while t < Tmax do
2: define the fluctuation interval[X,X] of current stateX
3: compute the upper-bound propensityaj and lower-bound propensityaj for

each reactionRj

4: compute the total upper-bound suma0
5: build cut-off tableF and alias tableL for alias method with probability

aj/a0 for j = 1 . . . m
6: repeat
7: setu = 1
8: setaccepted = false
9: repeat

10: generate three random numbersr1, r2, r3 from uniform distribution
U(0, 1)

11: lookup a candidate reactionRj by r1 using alias method
12: if r2 ≤ (aj/aj) then
13: accepted = true
14: else
15: evaluateaj with current stateX
16: if r2 ≤ (aj/aj) then
17: accepted = true
18: end if
19: end if
20: setu = u · r3
21: until accepted
22: set transition timeτ = (−1/a0) ln(u)
23: update timet = t+ τ
24: update stateX = X + vj
25: store/handle data
26: until X(t) /∈ [X,X]
27: end while
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or to reject it. At line 12, we first comparer2 < aj/aj. If this inequality is sat-
isfied, we immediately accept the candidate reactionRj firing without evaluating
its propensity. We only compute the actual propensity in case this condition is
invalid. If this is the case, we evaluate the reaction propensity aj (line 15). Then,
if r2 < aj/aj reactionRj is accepted. We then move to calculate its firing time.
We reject this candidate reaction otherwise. This selection step will repeat until
having a reaction accepted.

Upon a reaction is selected to fire, its firing timeτ is then computed by line 22
i.e., τ = (−1/a0) ln(u), in which variableu is defined at line 7. It is, in fact,
the implementation of reaction firing time discussed in the previous section. The
generating of this firing time usesu to store the accumulated multiplication of
random numberr3 at line 20.

From line 23 - 25, we finish a simulation step. The system movesto new state
x+vj caused by reactionRj firing. We set simulation clock to new timet+τ . The
current simulation data could be store to external storage for further processing.

At line 26 we check the system state constraint to ensure thatthe system state
is confined in its fluctuation interval i.e.,X ∈ [X,X]. The reaction selection
is kept working without updating the propensity of affectedreactions while this
constraint is satisfied. This takes advantage when each simulation step requires to
update a huge number of affected reactions. However, in the other case we have
to define a new fluctuation interval. The corresponding upper-bound and lower-
bound propensity of reactions as well as the supported tables for the alias method
also have to be recomputed.

1.4 Proof of correctness

We now show the correctness of the RSSA algorithm. The correctness, in this
sense, means RSSA selects the next reaction firingRj with the same probabil-
ity as SSA i.e., a reactionRj is selected with corresponding probabilityaj/a0.
This result is stated in Proposition 1. In other words, RSSA produces the same
stochastic behavior as SSA.

Proposition 1. RSSA is exactly choosing a reactionRj to fire with probability
aj/a0. In addition, its firing time is exponential distribution with ratea0.

Proof. At a specific timet with current system stateX ∈ (X,X), letPr(Rj) be
the probability a candidate reactionRj is selected and accepted to fire.Pr(Rj),
by the chain rule, is the multiplication of two probabilities: the probability ofRj

is selected as a candidate, and the probability it is accepted. Hence, it given by:
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Pr(Rj) =
( aj
a0

)

·
( aj
aj

)

=
aj
a0

(2)

Now, letPr(R) be the probability an arbitrary reaction which is selected and
accepted with current system state. We havePr(R)

Pr(R) =

∑m

j=1 aj

a0

=
a0
a0

(3)

Thus, using the conditional probability, we can derive the probability reaction
Rj is selected and accepted given an arbitrary candidate reactionR is selected and
accepted. That is:

Pr(Rj|R) =
( aj
a0

)

/
( a0
a0

)

=
aj
a0

(4)

For the second statement, letfτ be the PDF of the firing time of the accepted
reactionRj. We will prove that it has the exponential distribution withratea0 i.e.,
fτ (x) = a0 · e

−a0x. In following let suppose the number of trials before reaction
Rj accepted is denoted byk. We have:
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fτ (x) =
∂

∂x
P(τ ≤ x)

=
∂

∂x

∑

∞

k0=1 P(τ ≤ x | k = k0) · P(k = k0)

=
∂

∂x

∑

∞

k0=1 FErlang(k0,a0)(x) ·
a0
a0

· (1−
a0
a0

)k0−1

=
∑

∞

k0=1

∂

∂x
FErlang(k0,a0)(x) ·

a0
a0

· (1−
a0
a0

)k0−1

=
∑

∞

k0=1 fErlang(k0,a0)(x) ·
a0
a0

· (1−
a0
a0

)k0−1

=
∑

∞

k0=1

a0
k0 · xk0−1 · e−a0x

(k0 − 1)!
·
a0
a0

· (
a0 − a0

a0
)k0−1

= a0 · e
−a0x ·

∑

∞

k0=1

(a0 − a0)
k0−1 · xk0−1

(k0 − 1)!

= a0 · e
−a0x · ex·(a0−a0)

= a0 · e
−a0x = fExp(a0)(x)

A direct conclusion from the above proof is the acceptance probability of the
acceptance-rejection step in selecting a reaction firing ofRSSA is bound. In fact,
let Pr(acceptance) be the acceptance probability. We have that

a0/a0 ≤ Pr(acceptance) = a0/a0 ≤ 1 (5)

2 RSSA experiments

In this section we experiment the performance of RSSA with three biochemical
reaction models: 1) Gene expression model, 2) Fully connected reaction model
and 3) Multiscaled reaction model. The Table 1 summarizes the properties of
simulated models. The first model considers different typesof chemical reaction
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Table 1: Summary of models

Model Species Reactions

Gene expression model 5 8

Fully connected reaction model N N(N-1)

Multiscaled reaction model N + M N(N-1) + M

kinetics (mass-action kinetics and Hill kinetics) and their effects to the simulation.
The last two models consider the highly coupled of reaction network where the
update propensity of affected reaction requires a very expensive computational
resource. In these models, experiments have shown that the update of affected
reactions, rather than the search of reaction firing, becomes the most contribution
part to the total simulation runtime.

Three algorithms are tested including: DM, NRM and RSSA. All these sim-
ulation algorithms are implemented in Java and run on Intel i5-540M processor.
The simulation was done after2 ·106 steps. The simulation data are recorded after
105 steps. The experimental result excludes all initialization which is not a part of
simulation loop.

The fluctuation interval used by RSSA is controlled by parameter δ. That
is the system stateX is confined to the interval[X(1 − δ), X(1 + δ)]. We run
experiments by tuning the value ofδ.

2.1 Gene expression model

The gene expression model is a collection of reactions whichplays a key role in
understanding of gene regulation mechanisms and functionalities. The result of
gene expression is a collection of proteins encoded by the corresponding genes. It
composes of two main consecutive processes: transcriptionand translation. The
transcription initiates when an enzyme called RNA polymerase (RNAP) bind to
gene promoter. In the transcription process, the gene is copied to intermediate
form called mRNA. The mRNA will then bind to ribosomes to translate into the
protein in the translation process.

The 8 reactions shown in Table 2 depict a typical gene expression model.
In this table, proteinP is encoded by its geneG. The intermediate product of
transcription is denoted byRNA. The transcription was modelled by reactionR1

where geneG transcribes toRNA. TheRNA, after that, translates to proteinP
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Table 2: Gene expression model

R1: G → G+RNA k1 = 0.09

R2: RNA → RNA+ P k2 = 0.05

R3: RNA → k3 = 0.001

R4: P → k4 = 0.0009

R5: P + P → P2 k5 = 0.00001

R6: P2 → P + P k6 = 0.0005

R7: P2 +G → P2G k7 = 0.005

R8: P2G → P2 +G k8 = 0.9

in reactionR2, will degrade by reactionR3.
The proteins ussually interact to form a dimerP2 rather than existing in the

isolation form. ReactionR5 andR6, respectively, model the association and dis-
sociation of dimerP2. The dimer could bind to geneG to enhance the activation
of the gene. Thus this is modelled by reactionR7, R8.

The Fig. 3 compares the runtime of simulation algorithms on the gene expres-
sion model. In this experiment the mass-action stochastic kinetics is applied. That
is the propensity is a simple function which is the multiplication of rate constant
with possible combinations of reactants involving in the reaction.

As shown in the Fig. 3, the runtime of NRM and DM is nearly the same,
although DM is slightly faster than NRM. NRM exploited quite complex data
structures for fast selecting a reaction firing, but it requires an expensive cost for
heap update. In this experiment the update of NRM contributes77% to the total
simulation time, while in DM this is also up to62%. In contrast, by RSSA we
have reduced the update to only2% in caseδ = 20%. The overall result is the
RSSA performance is roughly20% faster than DM, NRM.

Table 3 compares the simulation runtime, percentage of update time in the sim-
ulation runtime and acceptance probability of RSSA by tuningthe value ofδ. It
is clear that a narrow fluctuation interval (small value ofδ) would yield a high ac-
ceptance probability but also the high percentage of update. The more frequently
update the propensity does the slower simulation performance is. Thus, ifδ is
assigned extremely small value (δ = 1%), the RSSA performance is so poor even
comparing with DM, NRM; however, if we slowly increase the value of param-
eterδ the simulation becomes faster. In our case the best performance is around
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Figure 3: Compare simulation algorithms with mass-action kinetics
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Table 3: Runtime of RSSA with different values ofδ using mass-action kinetics

Simulation time Update Acceptance

(milisec.) (%) (%)

δ = 1% 4748 54.34 98.62

δ = 5% 2592 17.63 93.10

δ = 10% 2367 6.46 86.77

δ = 15% 2369 2.91 81.06

δ = 20% 2459 1.91 75.94

δ = 25% 2522 1.31 71.02

δ = 30% 2586 0.77 66.68

δ = 50% 2954 0.14 52.50

δ = 70% 3350 0.06 41.78

δ = 10%. But, we still increase the value ofδ the performance is slowing down.
This is beacause the candidate reaction is rejected most of time. The selection of
reaction firing therefore repeats many times. And the computation of the search
mostly contributes to the simulation time rather than update. However, since the
marginal speed of alias search is very fast, the performanceof RSSA with largeδ
(δ = 50%, 70% ) still produces a competitive performance as comparing to DM,
NRM.

In our second experiment, we consider the effects of time-consuming propen-
sity function to the update and the total simulation runtime. We modified the
propensity function to use the Hill kinetics. It was first used to model the non-
linear effects of aggregation of the haemoglobin moleculeswith oxygen in the
solution [8]. Hill equation recently has extensive applications in pharmacology to
model the nonlinear relationship in drug-dose response on the target (see [7] for
detailed discussions). In biology, Hill kinetics has been using to model the mech-
anism of enzymatic reactions. The Michaelis-Menten law, a well-known model of
enzyme kinetics, is a special type of Hill kinetics. Hill kinetics is commonly used
to describe the cooperativity of a ligand in binding to the enzyme. The binding of
a ligand to a enzyme is often enhanced if there are already ligands binding to this
enzyme.

In modelling of gene expression Hill kinetics is applied to describe the acti-
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vation controlled in the gene regulation process. For example, in [9], it was used
to model the switch-like behavior in the gene expression by protein activation. In
our experiment, the propensity function is used with Hill equation which has a
general form:

g(x) =
xn

Kn + xn
(6)

whereK is threshold constant andn is the steepness parameter (also called Hill
coefficient), which is usually non-integer.

The the simulation runtime of algorithms is presented in Fig. 4 for the gene ex-
pression model with Hill kinetics. Due to expensive computational cost in evalu-
ating of this complex propensity function the performance of DM, NRM is nearly
3x times slower than the mass-action kinetics propensity. In which the update
contributes to the total simulation runtime up to87% in DM and 91% in NRM,
respectively. While the update of affected reactions is onlykept in roughly5% of
the simulation runtime. Thus, the performance of RSSA is nearly 60% faster than
DM.

We also compare different values ofδ used by RSSA on the gene expres-
sion model with Hill kinetics. This is presented in Table 4. The same effect as
seen in the previous experiment is repeated in this experiment. Except for the ex-
tremely small value ofδ, all other cases yields better performance as comparing
with DM, NRM. In this experiment, the best performance is achieved withδ is
chosen around15%.

2.2 Fully connected reaction model

The fully connected reaction network is an artificial model we used to benchmark
the performance of RSSA. It consists ofN chemical speciesSi which reversibly
converts into other speciesSj at a reaction rate ofki. The general form of reaction
in this model is:

Ri : Si
ki−→ Sj, i 6= j = 1 . . . N

In our experiment the initial population of each species is set to 100. The
propensity function is applied in the ideal kinetics (i.e.,mass-action kinetics). The
performance of algorithms is presented in Table 5. We consider the performance
of algorithms by increasing the number of speciesN . In RSSA, three different
values ofdelta was tested is10%, 20% and30% respectively.
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Figure 4: Compare simulation algorithms with Hill kinetics
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Table 4: Runtime of RSSA with different values ofδ using Hill kinetics

Simulation Time Update Time Acceptance

(milisec.) (%) (%)

δ = 1% 12470 82.61 98.62

δ = 5% 4245 43.36 93.08

δ = 10% 3370 18.99 86.79

δ = 15% 3366 9.12 81.06

δ = 20% 3581 5.11 75.84

δ = 25% 3825 3.11 71.10

δ = 30% 4141 1.79 66.70

δ = 50% 5423 0.26 52.58

δ = 70% 7030 0.03 40.48

The numbers of affected reactions is linearly increasing with the number of
speciesN . In fact, each time a reaction fires there are totalN−1 affected reactions
having to update their propensities. Since the propensity updates is asymptotically
increasing withN the update time is thus increasing if we increaseN . It will
largely contributes to the simulation runtime. For example, the percentage of the
update time of NRM and DM in caseN = 100 is up to99% and93% of the total
simulation runtime, respectively. In result, the performance of these algorithms is
very slow. Sine RSSA effectively controls the update time, its simulation runtime
is significantly reduced. For example, withdelta = 20% RSSA is rougly10 times
faster than the DM, NRM.

From the experiments we also see the effect of the high coupling of reactions to
the choosing ofδ. For smallN , choosingδ around20% seems to achieve a better
performance for RSSA. The search time in these models dominates the simulation
performance while the update is less significant. Therefore, increasingδ would not
yield a better performance. If we increaseN , the update is increasing and largely
affects the simulation performance. Thus, the larger fluctuation interval would
yield better performance. For example, the performance of RSSA with δ = 30%
is 2 times faster thanδ = 20% in the model withN = 100.
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Table 5: Performance of algorithms on fully connected model

N Algorithm Simulation Time Update PercentageAcceptance Prob.

(milisec.) (%) (%)

5

DM 4112 77.35

NRM 4721 85.64

RSSA (δ = 10%) 1734 9.80 91.27

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1685 2.14 83.59

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1738 0.52 77.22

10

DM 8369 86.65

NRM 9481 92.55

RSSA (δ = 10%) 2189 25.67 91.27

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1832 7.59 83.64

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1841 2.77 77.16

50

DM 75352 90.70

NRM 76997 98.06

RSSA (δ = 10%) 19357 88.94 91.26

RSSA (δ = 20%) 6487 65.65 83.63

RSSA (δ = 30%) 4004 41.93 77.21

100

DM 359439 92.79

NRM 371058 99.10

RSSA (δ = 10%) 135644 96.94 91.26

RSSA (δ = 20%) 36839 89.03 83.61

RSSA (δ = 30%) 18103 77.38 77.20
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2.3 Multiscaled reaction model

The multiscaled reaction model consists ofN chemical speciesAi andM species
Bi. This model is separated into fast reactions, involving only fast speciesAi, and
slow reactions. Slow reaction contains not only slow speciesBj but also involving
fast speciesAi. To form the slow reaction a fast species is randomly selected in
the collection ofN fast species.

Fast reactionRi : Ai
ki−→ Aj

Slow reactionRj : Ai + Bj

kj
−→ Bk

In this model the reaction rate of fast reaction is chosen many times faster
than the slow reactions (ki ≫ kj). The initial population of fast species is set to
1000 and slow species is100. The propensity function is in the simple form of
the mass-action kinetics. In our experiment we fix the numberof fast species is
N = 5, and adjust the number slow speciesM . The number of slow reactions is
adjusted from25 to 1000. Table 6 compares the simulation runtime of algorithms
applied to multiscaled reaction model.

Since a slow reaction is formed by combining of a slow speciesand a randomly
selected fast species, we have on averageM/N +1 affected reactions which must
update their propensities each time a fast reaction firing. If we fix N = 5, the
update is linearly increasing with the number of slow speciesM . Thus, the update
time will increase and dominate the simulation time as increasingM . From the
result Table 6 we have that it contributes roughly90% for NRM even withM = 25
and this value is over97% whenM ≥ 100. The update time of DM is also
roughtly95% of the simulation time. In result, the performane of these algorithm
is very slow. RSSA achieved better performance because it hasan effective control
over the time-consuming update. The result is RSSA performance withδ = 20%
is 195 times faster than DM in caseM = 1000.

This result table also consolidates our guideline of choosing of δ. While the
search dominates, choosing small value ofdelta will yield better performance. In
contrast, if the update dominates, the larger value ofδ is better. For example, the
performance of RSSA withδ = 10% is better whenM is small, but in caseM is
largeδ = 20% has better performance.
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Table 6: Performance of algorithms on multiscaled reactionmodel

M Algorithm Simulation Time Update PercentageAcceptance Prob.

(milisec.) (%) (%)

25

DM 9805 89.25

NRM 11061 93.68

RSSA (δ = 10%) 1582 0.25 90.94

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1694 0 83.10

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1752 0 76.51

50

DM 15486 92.52

NRM 17252 96.02

RSSA (δ = 10%) 1631 0.61 90.93

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1698 0 82.97

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1793 0 76.59

100

DM 28166 94.87

NRM 30917 97.35

RSSA (δ = 10%) 1742 1.44 90.82

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1835 0 82.39

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1889 0 76.16

500

DM 171109 97.89

NRM 178607 99.29

RSSA (δ = 10%) 1752 4.51 90.81

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1806 0 79.32

RSSA (δ = 30%) 1895 0 73.13

1000

DM 367541 98.28

NRM 397735 99.62

RSSA (δ = 10%) 2024 9.19 90.64

RSSA (δ = 20%) 1880 0 80.28

RSSA (δ = 30%) 2018 0 68.75
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